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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT , JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 
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RePHairtel 7/12/67, 

Based on information furnished, "The Fund for “Es 
Anorica" was not identified in Bureau files, 
to expeditiously furnish any information to the Bureau as 
revealed in New York Indices con 
America," 

55th Stre 
postcard referred to in referenced airtel, 
vidual is identified, the results of the interviewed are 
to be incorporated into a letterhead memorandum suitable Oat, 
for dissemination predicating the reason for the interview, —-_ 

1 - Dallas (Info) (89-43) 
1 « Norfolk (Info) , 
2 ~ Philadelphia (Info) (157-916) 
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New York is =. 

  

cerning "The Fund for 

New York conduct appropriate inquiry at 22 West ms ae 
et in an attempt to identify the sender of the a 

If this indi- ©; 

    

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO... | 
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Philadelphia received ® letter from Mr, E. 2. 

tant to the Publisher of the 

"The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
2 

which enclosed an envelope and a@ name card that had been - 

received by the newspaper. The envelope was postmarked S 

Norfolk, Virginia, 7/6/67 and a return address of 22 West . 

55th Street, New York City, and the envelope contained &. 

calling card with "The Fund for America” printed on one 

side and & handwritten message on the other side, "who did 

Jack Ruby call on long distance on November 22 = 23, 1963?" - 

This card has been furnished to Dallas. no 

Bureau files did not jdentify "The Fund for America". 

and Bureau file 62-0-60913 contained & non-specific complaint + 

from a deputy Sheriff in Santa Barbara during june, 1961, that 

he had overheard two unidentified individuals referring to .= 

either "The Fund for America" or ‘Fund for the Republic™ 

which according to these unidentified persons, the spokesman 7 

for the group speaks in favor of Russia and against the Unit 

whether this group igs -: 

States. It could not pe determined 

identical with "The Fund for America" referred to on the .... 

postcard. oo” 
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